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Abstract
In this paper, we compute the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of the three-
dimensional Heisenberg Lie algebra with values in its universal enveloping alge-
bra. We also compute the Schouten brackets on cochains and cohomology level
in order to write the formality equations. It turns out that there is no formality,
and that the perturbed L∞ structure on the cohomology has non-trivial terms in
infinitely many degrees.
Keywords : Heisenberg Lie algebra, Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology, formality equa-
tions.
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Introduction
Deformation of structure theories is useful to formalize quantum physics. The alge-
braic structure considered by classical mechanics is the associative commutative al-
gebra of smooth functions over a symplectic, or more generally, a Poisson manifold.
Deformation quantization consists to construct an associative non-commutative mul-
tiplication (more precisely a ?-product) on the formal series in ~ (which represents
Planck’s constant) with coefficients in this algebra, which encodes the Poisson bracket
in the first order. The Poisson structure is then called the classical limit and the de-
formation is the ?-product. This point of view, initiated in 1978 in [BFF+78], tries to
consider quantum mechanics as a deformation from classical mechanics. This pioneer-
ing work raises the fundamental questions about the existence and the uniqueness of
a deformation quantization for a given Poisson manifold.
The first results treated the case of symplectics manifolds. The general case of Pois-
son manifolds was solved by Kontsevich in 1997 in [Kon03]. He deduced the result
by proving a much more general statement, which he called “formality conjecture”.
Endowed with the Gerstenhaber bracket, the Hochschild complex of the algebra of
smooth functions over a Poisson manifold admits a graded Lie algebraic structure by
shift, which controls the deformations of the Poisson bracket. Kontsevich shows that
this complex is linked with its cohomology — which therefore controls the same defor-
mations — by a L∞-quasi-isomorphism, called a formality map. Using this formality
map, he shows of to deform the commutative product of functions in a ?-product.
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Konstevich shows in particular that the formality criterion is true for symmetric
algebras over a finite-dimensional vector space are formal. Bordemann and Makhlouf
have examined in [BM08] a slight generalization to the case of universal enveloping
algebras. They showed (implicit in Kontsevich’s work) that the formality for a Lie al-
gebra is equivalent to those of its universal enveloping algebra. They also proved that
there is formality for the universal enveloping algebra of an affine Lie algebra. These
methods were used in [BMP05] and give informations about the rigidity of universal
enveloping algebras.
In [Elc12], we detailed the definitions of formality for associative and Lie algebras,
and we studied the formality equations for the associative free algebra, and for the
Lie algebra so(3). It turns out that in these cases, there is no formality in Kontsevich’s
sense, but one has to add an extra term to the graded Lie bracket on the cohomology
to obtain a perturbed formality map.
This work is part of this line of research. We study here the formality for the three-
dimensional Heisenberg Lie algebra. Although the Lie bracket is more simple than the
one of so(3), the cohomology is more important, and therefore the formality equations
contains more terms. Actually, to obtain a perturbed formality map in this case, we
have to add infinitely many terms to the Schouten bracket on the cohomology.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 1, we set the notations and recall the
graded Lie structure (Schouten bracket) on the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of a Lie
algebra and its cohomology. We also give the definition of formality for this complex
and write down the formality equations. In Section 2, we compute the cohomology
of the Heisenberg algebra. Section 3 and Section 4 are devoted to the computation of
the Schouten brackets on cochain level and cohomology, in order to solve the formality
equations in Section 5.
I wish to thank gratefully Mr Makhlouf who showed me his first computations of
the cohomology for the Heisenberg algebra and for his advice to pursue the study of
the formality.
1 Formality of Lie algebras
Let (g, [ , ]) be a Lie K-algebra. We consider the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential com-
plex (CCE(g,Sg),δCE) with values in Sg
C0B C0CE(g,Sg)B Sg Ck B CkCE(g,Sg)BHom
(∧k
g,Sg) for k ∈ N? (1.1)
δkCE : C
k→ Ck+1
and its cohomology HCE(g,Sg) B
⊕
k∈N
HkCE(g,Sg) where for k ∈ N, the kth Chevalley-
Eilenberg cohomology group with coefficients in Sg is
Hk BHkCE(g,Sg)B
Ker(δkCE)
Im(δk−1CE )
B Zk/Bk (1.2)
The coboundary operator δCE equals [pi, ]s, where pi = [ , ] ∈Hom
(∧2g,g) is the Lie
bracket from g and [ , ]s is the Schouten bracket on the complex CCE(g,Sg).
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As the Gerstenhaber bracket, the Schouten bracket defines a graded Lie bracket on
the shifted space CCE(g,Sg)[1]. Therefore the graded antisymmetry and graded Jacobi
identities: for ξ,η,ζ ∈ CCE(g,Sg)[1] we have
[η,ξ]s = −(−1)|η||ξ |[ξ,η]s, (1.3)
(−1)|ξ ||ζ|[[ξ,η]s,ζ]s + (−1)|η||ξ |[[η,ζ]s,ξ]s + (−1)|ζ||η|[[ζ,ξ]s,η]s = 0, (1.4)
degrees being taken in CCE(g,Sg)[1].
On the other hand there is the pointwise exterior multiplication ∧ which makes
CCE(g,Sg) a graded commutative algebra. The Schouten bracket and the exterior mul-
tiplication are compatible by the graded Leibniz rule
[ξ,η ∧ ζ]s = [ξ,η]s ∧ ζ + (−1)|ξ |(|η|+1)η ∧ [ξ,ζ]s, (1.5)
(if η is of degree |η| in CCE(g,Sg)[1] then it is of degree |η|+ 1 in CCE(g,Sg)).
Throughout the computations, we will use the fact that CCE(g,Sg) is an Sg-module
i.e. for ξ ∈ CCE(g,Sg), f ∈ Sg, f ∧ ξ = f ξ. We also give some examples of Schouten
brackets which will be used later.
Example 1.1. The space C1 B C1CE(g,Sg) is the space of vectors fields, i.e. the deriva-
tions of Sg = C0. For f ,g ∈ Sg, X,Y ∈ C1
[f ,g]s = 0,
[X,f ]s = X(f ) =
n∑
i=1
Xi∂if ,
[X,Y ]s = [X,Y ] =
n∑
i=1
Xi∂iY −
n∑
i=1
Yi∂iX,
with in particular
[f ∂i , g∂j] = f (∂ig)∂j − g(∂jf )∂i .
The Schouten bracket [ , ]s on the shifted complex C[1] B CCE(g,Sg)[1] induces a
bracket [ , ]′s on the shifted cohomology complex H[1]BHCE(g,Sg)[1], which is also a
graded Lie algebra.
We consider d the unique coderivation of S(H[2]) induced by [ , ]′s[1] and δCE +D,
the unique coderivation of S(C[2]) induced by δCE+[ , ]s[1]. They are also differentials,
equipping respectively (H[1],d) and (C[1],δCE +D) of structures of L∞-algebras.
Definition 1.2. The Chevalley-Eilenberg complex C[1] associated to the Lie algebra
(g, [ , ]) is said to be formal if there is a L∞-quasi-isomorphism Φ : S(H[2])→ S(C[2]),
i.e.
(Φ ⊗Φ) ◦∆SH[2] = ∆SC[2] ◦Φ et δCE +D ◦Φ = Φ ◦ d, (1.6)
such that the restriction Φ1 of Φ to C[2] is a section. The map Φ is called a formality
map.
Even if there is no formality map between S(H[2]) and S(C[2]), we can always mod-
ify the L∞ structure induced by d = d2 = [ , ]′s[1] in d =
∑
n>2dn and by induction build
the components of the differential d and of the L∞-morphism Φ = ϕ. This construc-
tion was done by Bordemann et al. in [BGH+05, A.4, Proposition A.3]. This result
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can also be obtained by a more general point of view using the Perturbation Lemma for
contraction of differential complexes. This was done by induction by Huebschmann
for dg-Lie and L∞-algebras in [Hue10, Hue11], and Bordemann gives in [Bor] a closed
formula.
The obtained L∞ morphism Φ = ϕ and new differential d satisfy the equation
Φ ◦ d = δCE +D ◦Φ , (1.7)
which writes, after projection on C[2] and using that D =D2 = [ , ]s[1],
ϕ ◦ (d?˜idS(H[2])) = δCE ◦ϕ + 12D2 ◦ϕ?˜ϕ. (1.8)
Since d =
∑
n>2dn, evaluating on y1 • · · · • yk+1 ∈ S(H[2]) gives
k+1∑
a=2
∑
16i1<···<ia6k+1
νa(y1, . . . , yk+1)
·ϕk+2−a(da(yi1 • . . . • yia) • y1 • . . . • ŷi1 • . . . • ŷia • . . . • yk+1)
= δCEϕk+1(y1 • . . . • yk+1)
+
1
2
k∑
a=1
∑
16i1<···<ia6k+1
νa(y1, . . . , yk+1)
·D2(ϕa(yi1 • . . . • yia) •ϕk+1−a(y1 • . . . • ŷi1 • . . . • ŷia • . . . • yk+1).
(1.9)
The maps ϕk are of degree 0, and the signs
νa(y1, . . . , yk+1) =
a∏
r=1
(−1)|yir |(|y1|+···+|̂yi1 |+···+|̂yir−1 |+···+|yir−1|)
for 1 6 a 6 k + 1 only come from the permutation which place the elements of indices
i1, . . . , ia at the beginning.
However, care of signs must be taken when working with the shifted maps. Denoting
by s : C[1]→ C the suspension map which adds one to the degree of elements, we have
for example
D2(x,y) = [x,y]s[1] = s
−1 ◦ [ , ]s ◦ (s⊗ s)(x⊗ y) = (−1)|x|s−1[s(x), s(y)]s = (−1)|x|[x,y]s.
2 Cohomology of the Heisenberg algebra
From now on, we take g = h3 the three-dimensional Heisenberg Lie algebra
h3 =< x,y,z | [x,y] = z >
or, writing the Lie bracket as a bivector [ , ] = pi = z∂x ∧∂y ∈Hom
(∧2g,g).
Since dimg = 3, the degree zero part C0 = Sg of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex
CCE(g,Sg) identifies with K[x,y,z]. Moreover, the cohomology HCE(g,Sg) is concen-
trated only in degrees 0,1,2,3. Indeed, Ck = Hom
(∧kg,Sg) = {0} for k > 4, because
∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z ∧∂t = 0 for t ∈ {x,y,z}.
In the following computations, we mostly use the three relations satisfied by the
Schouten bracket and the exterior multiplication ∧, namely the graded antisymmetry
(1.3), the graded Jacobi identity (1.4) and the graded Leibniz rule (1.5).
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2.0 Degree 0
In degree 0, we have H0CE(g,Sg) = Sgg = {f ∈ Sg, δ0CE(f ) = 0}. Let f ∈ Sg =K[x,y,z],
δ0CE(f ) = [pi,f ]s = [z∂x ∧∂y , f ]s = z∂yf ∂x − z∂xf ∂y ,
so δ0CE(f ) = 0⇔
{
z∂yf = 0
−z∂xf = 0
⇔ f (x,y,z) = ϕ(z) is a function of z only.
Thus H0CE(g,Sg) =K[z].
2.1 Degree 1
The 1-cocycles are Z1 = {X : g → Sg, δ1CE(X) = 0}. We write X ∈ C1 = Hom(g,Sg) as
X = X1∂x +X2∂y +X3∂z, with Xi ∈K[x,y,z].
δ1CE(X) = [pi,X]s = [z∂x ∧∂y ,X1∂x +X2∂y +X3∂z]s
=
(
z∂xX1 + z∂yX2 −X3
)
∂x ∧∂y + z∂yX3 ∂x ∧∂z − z∂xX3 ∂y ∧∂z,
so δ1CE(X) = 0⇔

z∂xX1 + z∂yX2 −X3 = 0
z∂yX3 = 0
−z∂xX3 = 0
.
The last two equations imply that X3(x,y,z) = ϕ(z) is a function of z only. The first
equation shows then that X3 = ϕ(z) = zψ(z) is a multiple of z; and can be rewritten as
∂xX1 +∂yX2 = ψ. (2.1)
Setting
{
X1 = −∂yg +Y1ψ
X2 = ∂xg +Y2ψ
, with g ∈ Sg, solving (2.1) in X1,X2 is equivalent to solve in
Y1,Y2 the equation
∂xY1 +∂yY2 = 1. (2.2)
The solutions of (2.2) are of the form
{
Y1 = ax+K1(y,z)
Y2 = (1− a)y +K2(x,z) , with a ∈ K, and a good
choice of the function g, gives
{
X1 = −∂yg + axψ
X2 = ∂xg + (1− a)yψ
.
We obtained the following expression for 1-cocycles
X =
(
axψ(z)−∂yg
)
∂x +
(
(1− a)yψ(z) +∂xg
)
∂y + zψ(z)∂z. (2.3)
The 1-coboundaries are B1 =
{
X : g→Sg, ∃ F ∈ Sg, X = δ0CE(F)
}
. Since we have
δ0CE(F) = z∂yF∂x − z∂xF∂y , W = ∂yg∂x − ∂xg∂y is an element of B1 if and only if g =
zF + cst.
Writing g(x,y,z) = g0(x,y) + zg1(x,y,z), we have
W = ∂yg∂x −∂xg∂y = ∂yg0(x,y)∂x −∂xg0(x,y)∂y︸                              ︷︷                              ︸
∈ Z1\B1
+δ0CE(g1).
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Since the z multiple part is a coboundary, we will often use subscript 0 for the
constant part in z and subscript 1 for the z-part. We also use the following nota-
tions: Xg B −∂yg∂x + ∂xg∂y for the Lie derivative associated to the function g and
Da B ax∂x + (1− a)y∂y + z∂z. The expression (2.3) rewrites
X = ψDa +Xg0 − δ0CE(g1),
hence the description of the degree one part of the cohomology:
H1CE(g,Sg) =
{
[X] : g→Sg, X = ψ(z)Da +Xg0
}
, (2.4)
with ψ ∈K[z] and g0 ∈K[x,y]. (The element [X] is the class of cohomology of X ∈ Z1.)
Let X = ϕDa +Xg0 and Y = ψDb +Xh0 two elements of Z
1, with ϕ,ψ ∈ K[z], g0,h0 ∈
K[x,y] and a,b ∈K. Like said before, we note
{
ϕ(z) = ϕ0 + zϕ1(z)
ψ(z) = ψ0 + zψ1(z)
.
We have D1/2 =
1
2
x∂x +
1
2
y∂y + z∂z, and setting
k(x,y,z) =
(
1
2
− a
)
xyϕ1(z) k˜(x,y,z) =
(
1
2
− b
)
xyψ1(z)
we get
X =
(
axϕ0 −∂yg0 + 12xzϕ1(z)
)
∂x +
(
(1− a)yϕ0 +∂xg0 + 12yzϕ1(z)
)
∂y + zϕ(z)∂z + δ
0
CE(k)
Y =
(
bxψ0 −∂yh0 + 12xzψ1(z)
)
∂x +
(
(1− b)yψ0 +∂xh0 + 12yzψ1(z)
)
∂y + zψ(z)∂z + δ
0
CE(k˜).
Thus X and Y are in the same cohomology class if, and only if
[X] = [Y ]⇔

axϕ0 −∂yg0 + 12xzϕ1(z) = bxψ0 −∂yh0 +
1
2
xzψ1(z)
(1− a)yϕ0 +∂xg0 + 12yzϕ1(z) = (1− b)yψ0 +∂xh0 +
1
2
yzψ1(z)
zϕ(z) = zψ(z)
⇔ ϕ = ψ and g0 − h0 = (a− b)xyϕ0,
and Y ∈ [X]⇔ ψ = ϕ and h0 = g0 − (a− b)xyϕ0.
So up to changing the function g0 ∈ K[x,y], when considering an element [X] ∈
H1CE(g,Sg), we can always assume that X = Xg0 +ϕDa, with the same a ∈ K fixed once
for all.
2.2 Degree 2
The 2-cocycles are Z2 = {ξ : g∧ g→Sg, δ2CE(ξ) = 0}. We write ξ ∈ C2 = Hom(g∧ g,Sg)
as ξ12 ∂x ∧∂y + ξ13 ∂x ∧∂z + ξ23 ∂y ∧∂z, with ξij ∈K[x,y,z].
δ2CE(ξ) = [pi,ξ]s = [z∂x ∧∂y ,ξ12 ∂x ∧∂y + ξ13 ∂x ∧∂z + ξ23 ∂y ∧∂z]s
= z
(
∂xξ13 +∂yξ23
)
∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z.
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so δ2CE(ξ) = 0⇔ z
(
∂xξ13 +∂yξ23
)
= 0⇔ ξ13 = −∂yg and ξ23 = ∂xg
We can express the 2-cocycles as
ξ = h ∂x ∧∂y −∂yg ∂x ∧∂z +∂xg ∂y ∧∂z, (2.5)
with g,h arbitrary functions in K[x,y,z].
The 2-coboundaries are B2 =
{
ξ : g∧ g→Sg, ∃ X ∈ C1CE(g,Sg), ξ = δ1CE(X)
}
. Since
δ1CE(X) =
(
z∂xX1 + z∂yX2 −X3
)
∂x ∧∂y + z∂yX3 ∂x ∧∂z − z∂xX3 ∂y ∧∂z,
ξ = δ1CE(X)⇔

h = z∂xX1 + z∂yX2 −X3
−∂yg = z∂yX3
∂xg = z∂xX3
We note
g(x,y,z) = g0(x,y) + zg1(x,y,z)
= g0(x,y) + z (g10(x,y) + zg11(x,y,z))
and
h(x,y,z) = h˜0(x,y) + zh1(x,y,z)
h0 = h˜0 − g10,
and we take X = X1∂x +X2∂y +X3∂z with X3 = g1 and X1,X2 such that ∂xX1 + ∂yX2 =
g11 − h1. We then have
ξ + δ1CE(X) = h0 ∂x ∧∂y −∂yg0 ∂x ∧∂z +∂xg0 ∂y ∧∂z,
with g0,h0 function of x and y only. Further setting Y = h0∂z, we get
ξ + δ1CE(X) + δ
1
CE(Y ) = −∂y(g0 − zh0) ∂x ∧∂z +∂x(g0 − zh0) ∂y ∧∂z
= Xg0−zh0 ∧∂z,
recalling that Xf = −∂yf ∂x +∂xf ∂y .
Hence the description of the degree two part of the cohomology:
H2CE(g,Sg) =
{
[ξ] : g∧ g→Sg, ξ = Xg ∧∂z
}
, (2.6)
with g ∈K[x,y,z].
2.3 Degree 3
Since the Schouten bracket [ , ]s is of degree 0, for ξ ∈ Ck, δCE(ξ) = [pi,ξ]s is of degree
1 + k − 1 = k. (Recall that in C[1], elements of Ck = CkCE(g,Sg) are of degree k − 1.)
Therefore, all elements of C3 = Hom
(∧3g,Sg) are cocycles, since they are of degree 3
and that C4 = {0}, thus Z3 = C3CE(g,Sg).
The 3-coboundaries are B3 =
{
ξ : g∧ g∧ g→Sg, ∃ φ ∈ C2CE(g,Sg), ξ = δ2CE(φ)
}
.
ξ = δ2CE(φ)⇔ ξ123 ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z = z
(
∂xφ13 +∂yφ23
)
∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z
Setting ξ123 = ξ0(x,y) + zξ1(x,y,z), we take φ = φ12 ∂x ∧ ∂y +φ13 ∂x ∧ ∂z +φ23 ∂y ∧ ∂z
such that ∂xφ13 +∂yφ23 = −ξ1, so that
ξ + δ2CE(φ) = ξ0 ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z.
Hence the description of the degree three part of the cohomology:
H3CE(g,Sg) =
{
[ξ] : g∧ g∧ g→Sg, ξ = ξ0 ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z
}
, (2.7)
with ξ0 ∈K[x,y].
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3 Schouten brackets on cochain level
We work with the graded Lie algebra C[1] = CCE(g,Sg)[1] where g = h3. We compute
in this section the various Schouten brackets [Ci ,Cj]s, for 0 6 i 6 j 6 3. In the com-
putations, we do not use the Lie structure of the Heisenberg algebra, all that is used is
that dimg = 3.
Reasoning on degrees, for f ,g ∈ C0 = Sg, we have
[f ,g]s = 0. (3.1)
Let f ∈ C0 and X = X1∂x +X2∂y +X3∂z ∈ C1, with Xi ∈K[x,y,z].
[X,f ]s = X(f ) = X1∂xf +X2∂yf +X3∂zf (3.2)
Let f ∈ C0 and ξ = ξ12 ∂x ∧∂y + ξ13 ∂x ∧∂z + ξ23 ∂y ∧∂z ∈ C2, with ξij ∈K[x,y,z].
[f ,ξ]s = ξ12
(
∂yf ∂x −∂xf ∂y
)
+ ξ13 (∂zf ∂x −∂xf ∂z) + ξ23
(
∂zf ∂y −∂yf ∂z
)
(3.3)
Let f ∈ C0 and ξ = ξ123 ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z ∈ C3, with ξ123 ∈K[x,y,z].
[f ,ξ]s = ξ123
(−∂zf ∂x ∧∂y +∂yf ∂x ∧∂z −∂xf ∂y ∧∂z) (3.4)
Let X,Y ∈ C1, with X = X1∂x +X2∂y +X3∂z and Y = Y1∂x +Y2∂y +Y3∂z
[X,Y ]s =
(
X1∂xY1 −Y1∂xX1 +X2∂yY1 −Y2∂yX1 +X3∂zY1 −Y3∂zX1
)
∂x
+
(
X1∂xY2 −Y1∂xX2 +X2∂yY2 −Y2∂yX2 +X3∂zY2 −Y3∂zX2
)
∂y (3.5)
+
(
X1∂xY3 −Y1∂xX3 +X2∂yY3 −Y2∂yX3 +X3∂zY3 −Y3∂zX3
)
∂y
Let X = X1∂x +X2∂y +X3∂z ∈ C1 and ξ = ξ12 ∂x ∧∂y +ξ13 ∂x ∧∂z +ξ23 ∂y ∧∂z ∈ C2.
[X,ξ]s =
(
X1∂xξ12 − ξ12∂xX1 +X2∂yξ12 − ξ12∂yX2 +X3∂zξ12 − ξ13∂zX2 + ξ23∂zX1
)
∂x ∧∂y
+
(
X1∂xξ13 − ξ13∂xX1 +X2∂yξ13 − ξ12∂yX3 +X3∂zξ13 − ξ13∂zX3 − ξ23∂yX1
)
∂x ∧∂z (3.6)
+
(
X1∂xξ23 − ξ13∂xX2 +X2∂yξ23 − ξ23∂yX2 +X3∂zξ23 − ξ23∂zX3 + ξ12∂xX3
)
∂y ∧∂z
Let X = X1∂x +X2∂y +X3∂z ∈ C1 and ξ = ξ123 ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z ∈ C3.
[X,ξ]s =
(
X1∂xξ123+X2∂yξ123+X3∂zξ123−ξ123
(
∂xX1 +∂yX2 +∂zX3
))
∂x∧∂y∧∂z (3.7)
Let ξ,η ∈ C2, with ξ = ξ12 ∂x ∧ ∂y + ξ13 ∂x ∧ ∂z + ξ23 ∂y ∧ ∂z and η = η12 ∂x ∧ ∂y +
η13 ∂x ∧∂z + η23 ∂y ∧∂z.
[ξ,η]s =
(
ξ12∂xη13 − η13∂xξ12 + ξ12∂yη23 − η23∂yξ12 + η12∂xξ13 − ξ13∂xη12
+ ξ13∂zη23 − η23∂zξ13 + η12∂yξ23 − ξ23∂yη12 + η13∂zξ23 − ξ23∂zη13
)
∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z
(3.8)
Reasoning on degrees, we already had that [ξ,η]s = 0 for ξ ∈ C2 and η ∈ C3 and it is
also the case for ξ ∈ C3 and η ∈ C3.
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4 Schouten brackets on cohomology
We will now compute the various Schouten brackets [Ci ,Cj]′s on cohomology, for 0 6
i 6 j 6 3. Since we use cocycle representatives, we will actually do the computa-
tions with the Schouten bracket [ , ]s on cochain level by taking care of coboundaries.
When writing elements of the cohomology, we will abusively omit the class notation
to lighten the expressions. The equations on cochain level with the coboundaries will
be useful for expressing formality equations in Section 5.
Let ϕ,ψ ∈H0 =H0CE(g,Sg) =K[z]. Like for cochains,
[ϕ,ψ]′s = 0. (4.1)
Let ϕ ∈H0 and Xg0 +ψDa ∈H1, with ψ ∈K[z] and g0 ∈K[x,y].
[ϕ,Xg0 +ψDa]s = [ϕ,zψ∂z]s = −zψ∂zϕ (4.2)
Let ϕ ∈H0 and Xg ∧∂z ∈H2, with g ∈K[x,y,z].
[ϕ,Xg ∧∂z]s = Xgϕ′z = X(gϕ′z)0 + δ0CE ((gϕ′z)1) (4.3)
Here, ϕ′z is the derivative of ϕ with respect to z, and gϕ′z = (gϕ′z)0 + z(gϕ′z)1 are the
constant term (in z) and remaining z-part. Hence on the cohomology, we have
[ϕ,Xg ∧∂z]′s = X(gϕ′z)0 = Xg0ϕ′z(0). (4.4)
Let ϕ ∈H0 and P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z ∈H3, with P ∈K[x,y].
[ϕ,P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z]s = − Pϕ′z∂x ∧∂y
= δ1CE(Pϕ
′
z∂z) +XP zϕ′z ∧∂z
(4.5)
Hence on the cohomology,
[ϕ,P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z]′s = XP zϕ′z ∧∂z. (4.6)
Let Xg0 +ϕDa, Xh0 +ψDa ∈H1, with g0,h0 ∈K[x,y] and ϕ,ψ ∈K[z].
[Xg0 +ϕDa,Xh0 +ψDa]s
= X{g0,h0}+ϕ0(Da(h0)−h0)−ψ0(Da(g0)−g0) + z(ϕψ
′
z −ϕ′zψ)Da
+ δ0CE
(
ψ′z(Da(g0)− g0)−ϕ′z(Da(h0)− h0)
) (4.7)
The Poisson bracket { , } is the one for functions of two variables x and y: we note
{g,h} = ∂xg∂yh−∂xh∂yg; and we have [Xg ,Xh] = X{g,h}. On cohomology we get
[Xg0 +ϕDa,Xh0 +ψDa]
′
s
= X{g0,h0}+ϕ0(Da(h0)−h0)−ψ0(Da(g0)−g0) + z(ϕψ
′
z −ϕ′zψ)Da
CXg0,ϕ,h0,ψ + z(ϕψ
′
z −ϕ′zψ)Da,
(4.8)
with the notation (g0,ϕ,h0,ψ) standing for the long function in subscript.
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Let Xg0 +ϕDa ∈H1 and Xp ∧∂z ∈H2, with g0 ∈K[x,y], ϕ ∈K[z] and p ∈K[x,y,z].
[Xg0 +ϕDa,Xp ∧∂z]s = X{g0,p}+ϕ(Da(p)−p)−p(ϕ′z+ϕ)−zϕ′z(Da(p)−z∂zp) ∧∂z
+ δ1CE
(−ϕ′z(Da(p)− z∂zp)∂z) (4.9)
So we get
[Xg0 +ϕDa,Xp ∧∂z]s = X{g0,p}+ϕ(Da(p)−p)−p(ϕ′z+ϕ)−zϕ′z(Da(p)−z∂zp) ∧∂z
CXg0,ϕ,p ∧∂z
(4.10)
with the notation (g0,ϕ,p) standing for the long function in subscript. (It cannot be
confused with the preceding notation since it has only three arguments.)
Let Xg0 +ϕDa ∈H1 and P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z ∈H3, with g0, P ∈K[x,y] and ϕ ∈K[z].
[Xg0 +ϕDa, P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z]s =
(
Xg0(P ) +ϕ(Da(P )− 2P )− P zϕ′z
)
∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z
=
(
Xg0(P ) +ϕ0(Da(P )− 2P )
)
∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z
+ δ2CE(φ),
(4.11)
with φ = φ13 ∂x∧∂z+φ23∂y ∧∂z such that ∂xφ13 +∂yφ23 = ϕ1(Da(P )−2P )−Pϕ′z. So we
have on the cohomology
[Xg0 +ϕDa, P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z]′s =
(
Xg0(P ) +ϕ0(Da(P )− 2P )
)
∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z. (4.12)
LetXf ∧∂z, Xg∧∂z ∈H2, with f ,g ∈K[x,y,z]. Writing
{
f (x,y,z) = f0(x,y) + zf1(x,y,z)
g(x,y,z) = g0(x,y) + zg1(x,y,z)
we get
[Xf ∧∂z,Xg ∧∂z]s = [Xf ∧∂z,Xg ∧∂z]′s =
({f0, g1}+ {g0, f1})∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z. (4.13)
For completeness, we write the last two cases were the brackets are trivial. Let
Xf ∧∂z ∈H2 and P ∂x∧∂y∧∂z, Q ∂x∧∂y∧∂z ∈H3, with f ∈K[x,y,z] and P ,Q ∈K[x,y].
[Xf ∧∂z, P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z]′s = 0 (4.14)
[P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z,Q ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z]′s = 0 (4.15)
5 Formality equations
In this section, we will explicit the formality equations (1.9) for the first orders. In par-
ticular, we will obtain non-trivial terms dk of arity k = 3 and higher showing that the
Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of the Heisenberg algebra h3 is not formal in Kontsevich
sense, i.e. the L∞ structure on the cohomology is not induced by the Schouten bracket
d2 = [ , ]′s[1] only.
Note that in equations (1.9), we work with elements yi ∈ H[2] so the degrees are
shifted again.
The maps ϕk : Sk(H[2])→ C[2] are of degree zero, so for i1, . . . , in ∈ [− 2,1]
ϕk(H[2]
i1 • · · · •H[2]in) ⊂ C[2]i1+···+in .
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Sometimes, we will consider the maps ϕk :H[2]⊗k→ C[2] having source in the ten-
sorial power instead of the symmetric algebra of the space, and writeϕk(H[2]i1 , . . . ,H[2]in)
with periods to separate arguments.
Since the cohomology is non-trivial in degrees 0,1,2,3, we can always choose k
elements in H[2] of various degrees such that the image by the map ϕk is in the non-
trivial part of C[2], it suffice to choose k numbers in [−2,1] such that their sum is again
in [ − 2,1]. The situation here is more complicated that for the Lie algebra so(3) (see
[Elc12]), since in this case we have terms ϕk, and hence terms dk of all arities greater
than two.
5.0 Order k = 0
For k = 0 and y1 ∈H[2], we have
0 = δCE(ϕ1(y1)) (5.1)
which express that ϕ1 is a section from the cohomology into the cocycles. We choose
ϕ1 = inc, the inclusion given by the choice of representatives of classes given in Sec-
tion 2.
5.1 Order k = 1
For k = 1 and y1 • y2 ∈ S2(H[2]), we have
ϕ1(d2(y1 • y2)) = δCEϕ2(y1 • y2) +D(ϕ1(y1) •ϕ1(y2)). (5.2)
This equation shows that the inclusion ϕ1 is not a morphism of the graded Lie algebras
(H[2],d2)→ (C[2],D), since there is the coboundary δCEϕ2(y1•y2). We will explicit the
term ϕ2 and higher terms to obtain an L∞-morphism between these two L∞-algebras.
To simplify the expressions, we will omit the inclusion ϕ1 in the remaining computa-
tions. The preceding equation rewrites
d2(y1 • y2) = δCEϕ2(y1 • y2) +D(y1 • y2). (5.3)
Let y1 = ϕ,y2 = ψ ∈ H0 = K[z]. We have d2(ϕ • ψ) = (−1)−2[ϕ,ψ]′s = 0 and also
D(ϕ •ψ) = (−1)−2[ϕ,ψ]′s = 0 so δCEϕ2(ϕ,ψ) = 0 and we can set
ϕ2(ϕ,ψ) = 0. (5.4)
Let y1 = ϕ ∈H0 and y2 = Xg0 +ψDa ∈H1 with ϕ,ψ ∈K[z] and g0 ∈K[x,y]. As before
[ϕ,Xg0 +ψDa]s = [ϕ,Xg0 +ψDa]
′
s = −zψϕ′z, and we set again
ϕ2(ϕ,Xg0 +ψDa) = 0. (5.5)
Let y1 = ϕ ∈ H0 and y2 = Xg ∧ ∂z ∈ H2, with ϕ ∈ K[z] and g ∈ K[x,y,z]. Equation
(4.3) rewrites D(ϕ •Xg ∧ ∂z) = d2(ϕ •Xg ∧ ∂z) + δ0CE((gϕ′z)1), so to obtain the formality
equation (5.2) in this case, we can set
ϕ2(ϕ,Xg ∧∂z) = −(gϕ′z)1. (5.6)
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Let y1 = ϕ ∈H0 and y3 = P ∂x∧∂y∧∂z ∈H3, with ϕ ∈K[z] and P ∈K[x,y]. Equation
(4.5) rewrites D(ϕ • P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z) = d2(ϕ • P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z) + δ1CE(Pϕ′z∂z), so we set
ϕ2(ϕ,P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z) = −Pϕ′z∂z. (5.7)
Let y1 = Xg0 +ϕDa, y2 = Xh0 +ψDa ∈ H1, with g0,h0 ∈ K[x,y] and ϕ,ψ ∈ K[z]. As in
the previous cases, equation (4.7) gives
ϕ2(Xg0 +ϕDa,Xh0 +ψDa) = ψ
′
z(Da(g0)− g0)−ϕ′z(Da(h0)− h0). (5.8)
For y1 = Xg0 +ϕDa ∈ H1 and y2 = Xp ∧ ∂z ∈ H2, with ϕ ∈ K[z] and g0,p ∈ K[x,y],
equation (4.9) gives
ϕ2(Xg0 +ϕDa,Xp ∧∂z) = −ϕ′z(Da(p)− z∂zp)∂z (5.9)
For y1 = Xg0 +ϕDa ∈H1 and y2 = P ∂x∧∂y∧∂z ∈H3, withϕ ∈K[z] and g0, P ∈K[x,y],
equation (4.11) gives
ϕ2(Xg0 +ϕDa, P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z) = φ13 ∂x ∧∂z +φ23∂y ∧∂z (5.10)
such that ∂xφ13 +∂yφ23 = ϕ1(Da(P )− 2P )− Pϕ′z.
Let Xf ∧∂z, Xg∧∂z ∈H2, with f ,g ∈K[x,y,z], and P ∂x∧∂y∧∂z, Q ∂x∧∂y∧∂z ∈H3,
with P ,Q ∈K[x,y]. Since in equation (4.13) the brackets are the same on cochain level
and cohomology, we have
ϕ2(Xf ∧∂z,Xg ∧∂z) = 0, (5.11)
and the last two brackets are trivial in both levels, so
ϕ2(Xf ∧∂z, P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z) = 0 (5.12)
ϕ2(P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z,Q ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z) = 0 (5.13)
5.2 Order k = 2
For k = 2 and y1 • y2 • y3 ∈ S3(H[2]), we have
d3(y1 • y2 • y3)
+ϕ2(d2(y1 • y2) • y3) + (−1)|y2||y3|ϕ2(d2(y1 • y3) • y2) + (−1)|y1|(|y2|+|y3|)ϕ2(d2(y2 • y3) • y1)
= δCEϕ3(y1 • y2 • y3)
+D(y1 •ϕ2(y2 • y3)) + (−1)|y1||y2|D(y2 •ϕ2(y1 • y3)) + (−1)|y3|(|y1|+|y2|)D(y3 •ϕ2(y1 • y2)).
(5.14)
Recall that the maps δCE , D and dk are of degree 1 and the maps ϕk are of degree 0.
Thus, the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the equation are of degree one more
than the sum of the degrees of the three elements y1, y2, y3.
We will keep the same notation as before for elements of various degrees in H[2],
without specifying further the types of the functions used (of x and y, of z only, of
x,y,z). Although we work with double-shifted spaces, we keep the original degree for
the Chevalley-Eilenberg coboundary operator, so
δkCE : C
k = CkCE(g,Sg)→ Ck+1 = Ck+1CE (g,Sg).
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By graded symmetry, it will be enough to study the cases −2 6 i 6 j 6 k 6 1, where
i, j,k are the degrees of y1, y2, y3 ∈H[2]. We note ωB ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z.
Let y1 = ϕ,y2 = ψ ∈H0 and Pω ∈H3. The equation (5.14) rewrites
d3(ϕ •ψ • Pω)− 2(P zϕ′zψ′z)1 = δCEϕ3(ϕ •ψ • Pω) + 2Pϕ′zψ′z
The elements of this equation are of degree |ϕ|+ |ψ|+ |Pω|+ 1 = −2− 2 + 1 + 1 = −2 and
since δCE is of degree +1, the element ϕ3(ϕ •ψ • Pω) ∈ C[2]−3 = C−1 has image in C0,
so here δCE = δ
−1
CE : C
−1→ C0. Of course, C−1 = {0}, so we get
ϕ3(ϕ •ψ • Pω) = 0 and d3(ϕ •ψ • Pω) = 4Pϕ′zψ′z.
Even if we had chosen other expressions for ϕ2(ϕ,Pω) and ϕ2(ϕ,Xg ∧∂z) adding cocy-
cles, there is no possibility to cancel the constant part in z coming from the function P .
Therefore, this case alone shows that the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of the Heisen-
berg algebra is not formal.
Let y1 = ϕ ∈ H0, y2 = Xg0 +ψDa ∈ H1 and y3 = Xh ∧ ∂z ∈ H2. The equation (5.14)
rewrites
d3(ϕ •Xg0 +ψDa •Xh ∧∂z) +ψ′z
(
Da(h0ϕ
′
z(0))− h0ϕ′z(0)
)
+
(
(g0,ψ,h)ϕ
′
z
)
1
= δ−1CE(ϕ •Xg0 +ψDa •Xh ∧∂z)−ψ′zϕ′z(z∂zh−Da(h))− zψ∂z(hψ′z)1
⇔ d3(ϕ •Xg0 +ψDa •Xh ∧∂z) = ψ′z
(
h0ϕ
′
z(0)−Da(h0ϕ′z(0))−ϕ′z(z∂zh−Da(h))
)
− ((g0,ψ,h)ϕ′z)1 − zψ∂z(hψ′z)1.
Let y1 = ϕ ∈H0, y2 = Xg0 +ψDa ∈H1 and y3 = Pω ∈H3. The equation (5.14) rewrites
d3(ϕ •Xg0 +ψDa • Pω)
= δ0CEϕ3(ϕ •Xg0 +ψDa • Pω)−ϕ′z(P ψ′zax+φ13)∂x −ϕ′z(P ψ′z(1− a)y +φ23)∂y
+
(
Xg0(P )(1−ϕ′z) + (ψ −ψ0ϕ′z −ψ′zϕ′zz)Da(P )− 2Pϕ′z(ψ +ψ0)−ψ′zϕ′zzP
)
∂z,
where φ13,φ23 come from
ϕ2(Xg0 +ψDa, P ∂x ∧∂y ∧∂z) = φ13 ∂x ∧∂z +φ23∂y ∧∂z
with ∂xφ13 +∂yφ23 = ψ1(Da(P )− 2P )− P ψ′z.
We can choose the value of ϕ3(ϕ•Xg0 +ψDa•Pω) such that its image by δ0CE cancels
the coboundary −ϕ′z(P ψ′zax +φ13)∂x −ϕ′z(P ψ′z(1− a)y +φ23)∂y and the remaining term
in ∂z is then the value of d3(ϕ •Xg0 +ψDa • Pω).
Let y1 = ϕ ∈H0, y2 = Xf ∧∂z, y3 = Xg ∧∂z ∈H2. The equation (5.14) rewrites
d3(ϕ •Xf ∧∂z •Xg ∧∂z) = δ0CEϕ3(ϕ •Xf ∧∂z •Xg ∧∂z) +ϕ′z
({f0, g1}+ {g0, f1})∂z.
The term in ∂z is not a coboundary, so we take it as the value of the d3 term and set the
value of the ϕ3 term to zero.
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Let y1 = ϕ ∈H0, y2 = Xg ∧∂z ∈H2 and y3 = Pω ∈H3. The equation (5.14) rewrites
d3(ϕ •Xg ∧∂z • Pω)
= δ1CEϕ3(ϕ •Xg ∧∂z • Pω) + (Pϕ′zX∂zg − Pϕ′′z Xg −φ13∂x −φ23∂y)∧∂z
− P ∂z(gϕ′z)1∂x ∧∂y + P ∂y(gϕ′z)1∂x ∧∂z − P ∂x(gϕ′z)1∂y ∧∂z,
with φ13,φ23 coming from ϕ2(Xg0ϕ′z(0), P ω). Here the term in ∂x ∧ ∂y is a coboundary
and can be cancelled, the remaining expression is the value of d3.
Let y1 = ϕ ∈H0, y2 = Pω, y3 =Qω ∈H3. The equation (5.14) gives
d3(ϕ • Pω •Qω) = δ2CEϕ3(ϕ • Pω •Qω)− 2PQϕ′′z ω
We can cancel the coboundary (−2PQϕ′′z )1ω and it remains d3(ϕ•Pω•Qω) = −2PQϕ′′z (0)ω.
Let y1 = Xf0 +ϕDa, y2 = Xg0 +ψDa, y3 = Xh0 + ξDa ∈H1. The equation (5.14) gives
d3(Xf0 +ϕDa,•Xg0 +ψDa,•Xh0 + ξDa) = −ξ ′z
(
Da((f0,ϕ,g0,ψ))− (f0,ϕ,g0,ψ)
)
+ψ′z
(
Da((f0,ϕ,h0,ξ))− (f0,ϕ,h0,ξ)
)−ϕ′z(Da((g0,ψ,h0,ξ))− (g0,ψ,h0,ξ))
+ (ϕψ′z −ϕ′zψ + 2z(ϕψ′′z −ϕ′′z ψ))(Da(h0)− h0)− (ϕξ ′z −ϕ′zξ − 2z(ϕξ ′′z −ϕ′′z ξ))(Da(g0)− g0)
+ (ψξ ′z −ψ′zξ + 2z(ψξ ′′z −ψ′′z ξ))(Da(f0)− f0).
The other cases also give very long expressions when plugged in equation (5.14).
y1 = Xf0 +ϕDa, y2 = Xg0 +ψDa ∈H1 y3 = Xh ∧∂z ∈H2
y1 = Xf0 +ϕDa, y2 = Xg0 +ψDa ∈H1 y3 = Pω ∈H3
y1 = Xf0 +ϕDa ∈H1, y2 = Xg ∧∂z, y3 = Xh ∧∂z ∈H2
y1 = Xf0 +ϕDa ∈H1, y2 = Xg ∧∂z ∈H2, y3 = Pω ∈H3
y1 = Xf ∧∂z, y2 = Xg ∧∂z, y3 = Xh ∧∂z ∈H2
Each time, the map ϕ3 can be used to cancel as many term that is possible to obtain
with some coboundary, but the remaining term for d3 are still big expressions.
In the same way, we could obtain explicit values for higher maps ϕk and dk. Since
there are several possibilities to choose the degrees of the elements to land in the non-
trivial part of the complex C[2], the L∞ structure obtained by solving inductively the
formality equations has non-zero terms in each order.
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